
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE AND GLOBALIZATION

A globalization-era fairytale, Slumdog Millionaire has exposed millions of viewers within the context of the global
expansion of markets for corporate profit and.

Years later, we find Jamal working as an errand runner for an Indian call center which handles tech support
and warranty information for multi-national companies. In other words, Western globalization has altered the
way of thinking when it comes to class in India. Based on viewing Slumdog Millionaire, globalization has not
proven to be a positive factor when it comes to sharing the richness of India's culture with the world but is,
rather, a depiction of what it means to be Indian through an American lens. A major part of India's history
involves Western globalization, where popular culture is prevalent in Indian society and impacts the identities
of its people. If the quiz show is a popular test of knowledge albeit trivia , then it nevertheless provides a form
that is seen to be adaptable and portable within an international context. Within the film, while it is the police
who torture and interrogate Jamal, it is the television show that ultimately proves his capacity and worth.
Some would argue that globalization has been going on for centuries. Recently, the Millionaire franchise was
acquired by the media conglomerate Sony. Each vignette emphasizes the global connectivity and flows in
which Jamal is located, but more importantly, it links them specifically to the violence of his subalternity. In
the former title, desire structures the possibility of achieving the status of millionaire. Website Related posts:.
It has been argued that much of the success that industrialized nations have seen through globalization have
come at the cost of supposed third-world countries. It is the everyday ordinariness of the spectacle in this case
that creates friction. Moving from a development- and state-based system to a globalized corporate one,
changes in the television industry went hand in hand with the shifts in the political economy of the larger
nation-state and the rise of neoliberalism. These criticisms have come from a wide range of critics including
activists, journalists, and Bollywood actors such as Amitabh Bachchan. Rajadhyaksha posits that Bollywood
refers to a recently developed mode of production, a way of producing culture within a national and global
context that is inextricably linked to the Indian nation-state and the postcolonial economy of liberalization. It
is the show that revitalized the career of Amitabh Bachchan. This cross promotion of the show through
transmedia is hardly new. Personally, I enjoy this movie greatly. India may not quite be center-stage â€” its
contribution to world trade remains a slender 1. Bollywood being offered in comparison to Hollywood as a
global phenomenon is a case of Eurocentric metrics at play, Orientalism at work; however, Bollywood
offering itself in comparison to Hollywood, in deliberate juxtaposition and contrast, is a case of deliberate
re-Orientalism. To these latter critics, any depictions of poverty by the West seem to signify backwardness and
Indian difference. According to author Balmurli Natrajan, "capitalist relations require caste relations to
reproduce itself in a postcolonial setting" 


